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 ومن أحياها



OUR MISSION

The Medical Students’ Association (MSA)

is a student-run organization centred on 

the interests, needs, and concerns of all

medical students. Our association’s mandate

is to function as a liaison between medical

students and the Faculty of Medicine, as well

as other medical associations external to

Alfaisal University.

01 THE MSA’S MAIN PRIORITY IS TO GIVE EACH AND

EVERY STUDENT THE MEANS TO VOICE HIMSELF OR

HERSELF.

02 THE MSA ORGANIZES A VARIETY OF DIFFERENT

ACADEMIC AND NON-ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR TO ENSURE THE BEST

COLLEGE EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE.

03 THE VARIOUS ACTIVITIES IN THE MSA ALLOW FOR

STUDENTS TO UNLEASH THEIR IDEAS, KNOWLEDGE,

AND CREATIVITY, ACTING AS AN OUTLET AWAY FROM

STUDYING TO PREVENT BURNOUT.
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To create an environment that acts as a pillar

of support for and nurtures the growth of

every medical student at Alfaisal University. 

Alfaisal University students will be nurtured

to lead, impact, and contribute to their

communities locally, nationally, and

globally for the improvement of the human

condition.

Our Vision
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A Word from the
Presidential Office

"By the students, for the students."

That is a phrase that holds great value to us as the Presidential Office and has echoed in

our intentions. From the moment we decided to run, we knew our aim was always to do

right by you - the student body. If not for you, we would not have been able to reach the

high standards the MSA has reached this year. Despite all the challenges faced with

COVID-19, if this year has taught us anything it is that we can accomplish anything with

united effort. It was not easy, but we aim to keep striving for excellence and ensuring the

MSA progresses forward.
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“If everyone is moving forward together,
then success takes care of itself.”

We would like to thank every single student, every volunteer, member, subhead,

coordinator and committee head for their hard work and dedication. We extend our

deepest gratitude to our board for their commitment, and for continuing to uplift one

another and making this experience a memorable one for all. We extend our most sincere

appreciation to Dr. Khaled Al-Kattan and Dr. Akef Obeidat for never failing to encourage us,

teach us and nurture us. Our collective effort is what unites us in a goal of improving the

human condition.

"The strength of the team is each individual member.
The strength of each member is the team."

Thank you for making the MSA a family and this journey a great deal more enjoyable.

We cannot wait to return with a final year report that highlights what we all continue to

accomplish as a team, and the memories we make along the way as a family. 



Presidential
Office
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01 ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

Implemented biweekly reports filled by each committee to keep track of all

progress throughout the semester. Each report is discussed by PO prior to board

meetings or individual committee meetings and then with the team.

Adopted the MSA calendar to keep track of all events for support and coverage,

and to prevent clashing of event dates.

Enforced the rule allowing each student one leadership role (subhead/

coordinator) at a given time, to give more opportunities to the student body.

Opened applications during the summer break to promote optimal work

efficiency during the semester.

Re-opened applications during second semester to encourage greater student

engagement, particularly first year students.

AIM
As the presidential office of the Medical Students' Association, it is our duty is to facilitate MSA's

committees to ensure smooth workflow and provide a link between students and the university

internally, and with outside officials. Feedback and suggestions from our fellow student body are

imperative as we constantly strive to improve.

02 STRUCTURAL CHANGES

Implemented the Academic Aid committee to ensure the academic support of

the student body in the best way possible.

Implemented the MSA Podcast, which has currently finished recruitment.           

- more updates coming soon

Structural shift to have MSA Green Team, MSA Podcast and Waman Ahyaha

under the Presidential Office.

https://www.msa-au.com/academic-aid-committee


Presidential
Office
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03 ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

Kept up with all committees continuously through biweekly reports, biweekly

board meetings, and direct contact.

All approvals were obtained from and updates were communicated to Dr. Akef

Obeidat.

Both MSA President and Vice President attended curriculum meetings as

student representatives, communicating students' concerns to the College of

Medicine.

Academic Aid's Feedback & Report team served as a tool to highlight the

general student concerns for PO to convey them in the most effective

manner possible. 

Aiding all committees in organizing, planning and executing any events, tending

to student requests or concerns and functioning as a means of communication

with the College of Medicine.

Aided BLCs in issues regarding exam scheduling and dates.

Representing the medical student body in various instances within the

university such as:

PreMed: MSA Talk

First year student orientation

Farewell Ceremony for Dr. Maad Alsaati and Dr. Walter Concha 

Visit from Her Excellency the President of Princess Nourah Bint

Abdulrahman University, Dr. Einas Al-Eissa

Visit from His Excellency the President of the Saudi Charity Society for

Paitent Care (Einaya), Dr. Abdulrahman Alsewailem
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01 REPORT TEAM

 Collected Surveys for 7 MSA events, and incorporated them into well-

organized reports that included feedback from students.

Collected Batch Surveys from years 1 and 2 to measure the student’s

satisfaction during FON and END/REP blocks with their BLCs and different

committees.

Worked on and established the final mid-year report.

Quality & Support
Committee

AIM

Quality and Support Committee collaborates with all MSA teams to provide them with all the support

they need to get their tasks done in the best way possible. The team also ensure that students’ hard

work and creativity are always acknowledged and appreciated, because students are our top priority.

02 SS TEAM

Worked on Alfaisal Records Ideas with respect to all teams proposals and

ongoing events.

Received the action plans of all the events and reviewed them.

Sent members from their team based on the awareness team request to attend

and support in the Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign,

03 REWARD TEAM

Started planning for the MSA heads awarding ceremony which was postponed 

 to second semester ceremony.

Evaluation forms were shared with all the board members to modify the criteria

in the way that suits each team. By the 8th week, they were sent to the subheads

to evaluate the members and choose the best members to reward them.
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01 PARTY TEAM

Organized The Hike 2021.

Helped in organizing the Breast Cancer Awareness Event.

Began working on the MSA merch, however this initiative was instead adopted

by Alfaisal University.

MSA Events
Committee

AIM

The MSA Events committee structure has been designed to allow all students to voice their ideas.

We are centred around de-stressing students and raising awareness about issues in our society.

Managing & planning events from A to Z, we primarily aim to create fun and memorable events for

medical students to unwind, relax, and socialize.

02 AWARDING TEAM

Helped in organizing the events with the Party Team.

Prepared volunteering certificates for participants in the events. 

Organized the Farewell Ceremony for Dr. Maad Alsaati and Dr. Walter Concha.

Started preparing for the Dean's List Ceremony.

03 AWARENESS TEAM

Organized the Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign, held at Alfaisal University

and Riyadh Park Mall.

Collaborated with both MedTimes and MSA Green Team.

Provided volunteering opportunities for students of all years at COM.
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01 WEBSITE TEAM

Improved, updated and finalized MSA website with new videos and more

content (https://www.msa-au.com/).

Began working on developing an MSA App with the help of the Alfaisal IT

department. 

Public Relations
Committee

AIM

MSA Public Relations committee is the image of Alfaisal’s College of Medicine, its faculty, and its

students. It broadcasts their achievements, activities, and what's happening on campus to the outer

world. It is the network that gathers the family of Alfaisal medical students online. One of its core

objectives is to raise awareness and publicity for the MSA itself and all of its events.

02 DESIGN TEAM

Designed posters, banners, logos and more for all committees in MSA for

activities and events such as: National Day, Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign,

USMLE Talk, and Waman Ahyaha events and many more.

Designed the MSA social media platforms.  

Currently designing the MSA giveaway bags for distribution during the second

semester.

03 SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM

Posted social media posts with a theme for: Sunday Funday, Mystery Monday,

Tech Tuesday, Wonder Wednesday, Doctor of the Month, and USMLE Questions.

Worked on and prepared for promoting & covering for events such as SMLE

Talk, USMLE Talk, National Day, How to CV, Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign,

and many more.

Aided in coverage for the 8th Annual Health Promotion Hub.

Hosted a photography competition on Twitter.
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01 PHOTOGRAPHY TEAM

Conducted a photography workshop for the MedTimes photography team.

Covered Waman Ahyaha: Book Recycling Event, Breast Cancer Awareness

Campaign, Farewell Ceremony, The Hike 2021 and more.

Conducted multiple videoshoots and photoshoots with Dr. Khaled Al-

Kattan, Dr. Akef Obeidat, Dr. Hatouf Sukkarieh, Dr. Raihan Sajid, MSA

Presidential Office and more.

Alfaisal
MedTimes

AIM

Founded with a single goal in mind- to be the voice of students. Equipped with a philosophy of

‘for the students and by the students’ the MedTimes started. We make it our mission to provide

our readers with engaging, thought-provoking articles; reports and coverage of all events on

campus; news and events from the various clubs at the university; comics and other humorous

pieces to lighten the mood; captivating interviews of unique and prolific students or popular and

beloved faculty; and most important of all platform for them to showcase their talents be it in

poetry, creative writing, art or photography.

02 DESIGN TEAM

Held a design workshop for all MSA members which took place on Oct 10th, 2020.

Completed MedTimes Fall Issue spread design.

Created sculpture to be showcased in Breast Cancer Spread.

Completed the MedTimes Winter Issue spread design.
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03 EVENTS TEAM

Conducted booth in the Breast Cancer Awareness event to

showcase the MedTimes Fall Issue (MedTimes Events Team

collaboration with MSA Events).

Distributed copies of the MedTimes Fall Issue at Alfaisal University.
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04 WRITING TEAM

Covered various topics including, but not limited to:

Black Lives Matter Movement

Breast Cancer Awareness

Mental Health

The COVID-19 vaccine

Interviewed the faculty regarding Tips and Tricks for upcoming blocks (Dr. Paul

Ganguly, Dr. Hatouf Sukkarieh, Dr. Raihan Sajid).

 Interviewed some TA’s regarding Tips and Tricks for upcoming blocks (Dr. Saad

Mansour, Dr. Sana Kadan. Dr. Hakim Makadma).

 Interviewed some students regarding Tips and Tricks for upcoming blocks. 

Covered  “How to Write a CV” and “Guide to SMLE”.

Wrote multiple pieces and poems. 

Alfaisal
MedTimes
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Issues Released

Overall, the MedTimes team has released the Fall 2020 Issue and is nearing completion

of the Winter 2020/21 Issue, set to be released at the beginning of the second semester.

All current and previous magazines can be found on the MSA website: click here.

https://www.msa-au.com/medtimes
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01 ACADEMIC TEAM

Conducted crash courses for different years including:

Embryology Review

ECG Crash Course

Brachial Plexus Review

BEP Crash Course

MOL Crash Course - MOL Midterm Series, MOL Final Review Sessions

Conducted individual PAL sessions throughout the semester, as per students'

requests, with emphasis on aiding first year students.

Sessions were uploaded to the G&D YouTube channel to ensure all students

have access to them.

Maintained the physical MSA Library and is currently compiling student

resources for the digital MSA Library.

Growth & Development
Committee

AIM

The Growth & Development committee focuses on improving both the academic and personal

skills of the student. It is in charge of nourishing the relationship between the students and the 

doctors to create a better learning environment in the university. Also, helping the students familiarize

themselves with what they have to do after they graduate with a medical degree. Moreover, guiding

the BLCs and batch committee heads and supporting the academic life of students through

organizing PAL sessions and maintaining the MSA library.

02 COMMUNICATIONS TEAM

 Conducted, contacted prospective participants, and gathered questions

for the following events:

Hot Seat, featuring Dr. Atif Mazhar

Best Friends Challenge, featuring Dr. Sawsan Obeidat and Dr. Salim

Alkodaymi

Let's Talk: Students' Lifestyles, featuring Dr. Hakim Almakadma,          

Dr. Sana Kadan, and Dalia Hamdan
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Growth & Development
Committee
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04 SELF DEVELOPMENT TEAM

The following workshops were held throughout the semester:

Orientation talk for fourth year students.

BLC Guide Session for first and second years.

“How to Write a CV” workshop.

 "How to Study" workshop for first year students.

"How to POD" - POD guide talk for second year students.

The team was continuously in contact with all batch committees to ensure all

issues were resolved and work ran smoothly.

03 FUTURE PLANNING TEAM

The following residency talks were conducted throughout the semester:

Staying Local: SMLE and Saudi Residency, featuring Dr. Rakan Qabbani

and Dr. Mohansad Maghrabi

Going Abroad: Tackling the USMLE Step 1, featuring Dr. Khaled Abdullah,

Dr. Abdulaziz Bakhshawin, and Dr. Rakan Qabbani

UK Board and Residency Talk, featuring Dr. Ahmed Hamed

A Canadian Board talk was planned, however an issue with timing led to it

being postponed to the second semester.

Formed Surveys and created promotional posters.



01 GUIDE TEAM

Released guides for all medical years which were based on collected advices

from seniors and other resources. 

The guides aim to help the student through their medical years on different

aspects such as how to approach certain doctors, resources to use, etc.

The first, second, third, fourth and fifth year guides were uploaded on the MSA

website.

Academic Aid
Committee

02 MOCK EXAM TEAM

Released mock exams for certain finals which included FON, MSK, MOL, POD,

CVP and MSI. 

The mock exams contain questions for the corresponding course, and were used

to allow the student’s to test their knowledge before their final exams.

03 FEEDBACK & REPORT TEAM

Conducted feedback meetings with the batches BLCs and multiple other students

regarding FON, MSK, END/REP, CVP, and MSI blocks. 

Collected feedback from the entire batch through surveys and booths.

Released feedback reports of the mentioned blocks to be sent to the batches BLCs

who sent them to the blocks directors for any suggested improvements. 
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AIM

Academic Aid committee aims to improve every student to achieve more and draw out the best out

of everyone. Also, to give direct academic support to all students by guiding them through their years

at Alfaisal University and providing a means for students to voice their opinions.
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Treasury & Sponsorship
Committee

01 ACCOUNTING TEAM

Edited the funding proposal to include the “reimbursement” option.

Submitted and processed the funding proposals by finance for certain matters

such as MedTimes photography workshop, Academic Aid projects and

Presidential Office requirements, and more.

02 SPONSORSHIP TEAM

Established long term sponsors presentations.

Established short term sponsors for Breast Cancer Awareness event by different

sponsors: Tablespoon, Sugarmoo, Sugarcoated, Mask 2020, Beajjeau masks, Lulu

market, Ben's cookies, and بلح وعسل. 

Secured long-term discounts & deals for all students and staff, including

Eric Kayser

Outback Steakhouse

Royal Cheesecake

Bath & Body Works

Levit8 cafe

Page cafe

Dr.s’ Lounge

Hungerstation
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AIM

The Treasury Committee is responsible for allocating MSA funding proposals, budgeting, and keeping

track of MSA committees’ spendings to make sure that every committee will not have any financial

shortage. The chief task is to collaborate with sponsors for all of MSA’s big events and activities to

minimize MSA’s expenses. Moreover, we seek to get valuable discounts for all our students on both

academic and non-academic products and services.
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01 GENERAL AFFAIRS AND ADMINISTRATION

Secured online deals ranging from institutional subscription to discounts on educational and

exam preparation resources:

Conducted USMLE Rx webinar.

            Academic: AMBOSS, USMLE Rx, Boards and beyond, UWorld.

            Courses: HIPAA, BBP.

            Insurance: Academic Group (malpractice insurance), International Student Travel Insurance.

            Immunization: AlBorg Medical Laboratories, New Technologies Laboratory,   

                   BioHouse Medical Laboratory.

International
Office

02 STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

Conducted the first two cycles of the Alfaisal Medical Research Course (AMRC).

Conducted Medical Students Journal Club session with Dr. Raihan

Conducting Residency Preparatory Course (RPC) KSA and US under the Career

Guidance Series (CGS)
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AIM

The International Office, College of Medicine oversees and manages the international affairs of the 

 College of Medicine, Alfaisal University. The International Office is responsible for administrating and

developing international student exchange agreements, including research, clinical, and

volunteering programs, along with participation in local and international networks and cooperation

with academic partners. The office is also responsible for regularly conducting courses, workshops,

and seminars to support students in their career development as well as providing them with

comprehensive student-based support services.
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International
Office

03 GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES

Collected US institution contact information – targeting the healthcare system.

Established Local Research Training Internship Program (LRTIP) for 4th and 5th

year medical students to be matched with doctors from King Faisal Specialist

Hospital (KFSH).

Working on Medical Education Research Group (MERG) for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd year

medical students to be matched with Alfaisal faculty - to be announced soon.
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04 ALUMNI RELATION OFFICE

Acquiring services to offer Alfaisal Alumni.

Finalized Alfaisal alumni digital directory website - to be announced soon.

Released two podcasts which are: Introducing the Alfaisal MedHub Podcasts &

COVID-19 - Economy vs Lives: Are we ready to lift restrictions.
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01 RECYCLING TEAM

Prepared for the “plant based athlete” podcast to be held in the second

semester. 

Prepared for podcast about veganism.

Finalized the implementation of the plastic recycling bins on campus. 

Green
Team

02 PROJECT TEAM

Managed the Plant Adoption booth in collaboration with MSA Events during the

Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign at Alfaisal University and Riyadh Park Mall.

Filmed and edited "The Plant Tour".

Prepared for "Cook With Me" podcast to be held in the second semester.

Met with Ryadah for a potential collaboration on selling reusable mugs at

Thoughts Cafe. 

03 SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM

Assigned a member on doing a promotional video.

Uploaded social media posts are on schedule consistently.
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AIM

The Green Team is aimed at spreading sustainability in the forms of recycling, healthy eating and

being a conscious consumer to maintain a perfect living environment. Moreover, it aims to spread its  

message through exciting events like podcasts, and much more. 
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01 SALON TEAM 

Conducted 5 Salon sessions to discuss different topics with the cooperation of

Noon club. 

The topics were: The Pursuit of Happiness, The Prince, "Does the end justify the

means?,"  Law of Attraction, and mastering the USMLE. 

نادي ومن أحياها

02 EVENTS TEAM

Conducted 2 Book Recycling Events using different themes.

The first event was conducted on the occasion of World Heart Day under the

title of "Book and Beat".

The second event was  under the title of "Book Galaxy". 

Conducted a reading competition under the title of "Jawhar Alsutoor". 
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AIM

Waman Ahyaha committee is a cultural Arabian committee that aims to implement the cultural

aspect among Alfaisal students. The team strengthens this aspect through conducting discussions

session in different topics. Also, through conducting book recycling event. Furthermore, releasing

Waman Ahyaha magazine that contains the team progress throughout the year.
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03 PEN TEAM

Made an agreement between Waman-Ahyaha and Medtimes committee to establish

the first Arabic Translated Yearbook.

Audited the previous magazine of Waman-Ahyaha to be published this year.

Prepared and planned to make Waman-Ahyaha book containing different success

stories from Alfaisal students and alumni. 

04 MEDIA TEAM

Designed posters to promote Waman Ahyaha events such as

the Book Recycling Event and Salon Kalema. 

Covered Waman Ahyaha events on social media. 



Follow us on social media.
Stay up to date with all our future activities!


